The Infamous Choc ‘O’ 2017
Live from Saturday 23 December to Friday 5 January
Start from “The Bridges” pub off Longdon Road, SY5 0ST
We have permission to use the car park so please park considerately and have a beer afterwards
THE AIM is to find a post about 30 cm high at the given grid reference. This will have another GR and
description for the next post. At some point, there will be a choice of a long or short route (5’ish or
10’ish miles) Eventually unless you go very wrong you will find goodies. Enjoy, reseal tin and hide the
sack!
YOU WILL NEED; A map – The Long Mynd 217 Explorer, plastic bag (for map cover) compass, brain, pen,
paper.
I would suggest you write the grid references down rather than just marking on the map also make sure
you note the description down as the GR will still leave you with a good-sized area to search
PLEASE DRESS FOR THE MYND – Give it respect as it can bite back!
Take a good waterproof jacket at least and a phone (then you can phone the organiser and whinge
about not being able to find the posts)
You can go solo, pairs or mob handed – easier to find posts and more fun
Terrain: Steep-sided valleys with monster bracken in places and heather of various depths on open
moorland crossed by numerous paths and tracks. All courses may encounter steep ascents, descents,
contouring, stream crossings, some heather, depending on route choices.
Entry: Free
Chocolate running low, other issues then let me know – text might be best
Clive Richardson - clivesharron@btinternet.com - 07875 161265
↑
EMERGENCY NUMBER

IMPORTANT BIT
1st POST IS A SHALLOW REENTRANT (shallow small valley) AT GR 406955
This will put you in the correct area but you will need to look for the feature to find the post
I would suggest you take a route over Adstone hill rather than running up the road!

